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The asuiject defioiemo wea initally reported to NRC-O= Itinpetor 
It. 1. Crien* an April 12, 1962 In ae c dbn e with 10 CV3 50.55(s) as 
ER WIN M 8203. Owr first interim report was subtted on f ISy1, 
1962. We expect to submit our out report by October 149 1962.  

TWA has comIplete an euiua(i Of the Sample of 69 amoded platen, that 
were selected to determin if a. potential overimi condition exists. The 
result of the sample was that en. imbedied plate out of the 69 evaluated 
bed an macbar load that excedsded, TWA's design allmbles. oviera , thu 
miud not have resulted in an amehor failure or a support failure baggagee 
the ultimate capacity for the plate amow exesede. no selesti of 
the Plate samiple was restricted to the moreý Wi~ly congested areas of the 
Plant and in general to the heavier loaded plates. TWO ~emedd pleate 
Were selected in the Intake pumping station doe to the heavy loadin 
expected from larve diameter piping. An additional aim Plates were 
evaluated above the orIginal1 60 required for the sumle. Ohe mime plates 
more identified while evaluating embedded Plates for U0 38S2R, Item T.  

A failure rate of 0 In a ample of 60 would W, an eqiuivalent of having a 
95 percent mcfidmce level that loee them 5 percet *add not meet their 
maxIm. design loads in an unlimi~ted sample. Slime twime lpeotio.  
reftits (0 failures In 69 plates) meet thee., requiremetats w further 
inspection work will be required. The, oue embedded plate that exceeded 
Its design allomable will be modifed to meet TWA'. design criteria. TWA 
does Not consider multiple attacbeents to embedded plates installed 
before the ample to be a problem at vattes hr uclear Plant. WYA is 
curretly evaluating methods to control fuure ttcmtsto embedded 
plates.  
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